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pcmag com is a leading authority on technology delivering labs based
independent reviews of the latest products and services our expert
industry analysis and practical solutions help you make better buying
decisions and get more from technology february issue includes appendix
entitled directory of united states government periodicals and
subscription publications september issue includes list of depository
libraries june and december issues include semiannual index now the
standardisation work of dab digital audio broadcasting system is
finished many broadcast organisations network providersand receiver
manufacturers in european countries and outside ofeurope for example
canada and the far east will be installing dabbroadcast services as
pilot projects or public services inaddition some value added services
data and video services areunder development or have already started as
pilot projects the new digital broadcast system dab distinguishes itself
fromexisting conventional broadcast systems and the various
newinternational standards and related documents from itu r iso iec etsi
ebu eureka147 and others are not readily available and aredifficult to
read for users therefore it is essential that a wellstructured technical
handbook should be available the second edition of digital audio
broadcasting has beenfully updated with new sections and chapters added
to reflect allthe latest developments and advances digital audio
broadcasting provides a fully updated comprehensive overview of dab
covers international standards applications and othertechnical issues
combines the expertise of leading researchers in the field ofdab now
covers such new areas as ip tunneling via dab electronicprogramme guide
for dab and metadata a comprehensive overview of dab specifically
written forplanning and system engineers developers for professional
anddomestic equipment manufacturers service providers as well
aspostgraduate students and lecturers in communicationstechnology the
weibull distribution has been widely adopted for the statistical
description and inference of fatigue data this document provides user
instructions examples and verification for software to analyze gear
fatigue test data the software was developed presuming the data are
adequately modeled using a two parameter weibull distribution the
calculations are based on likelihood methods and the approach taken is
valid for data that include type i censoring the software was verified
by reproducing results published by others this book presents 8 tutorial
survey papers by leading researchers who lectured at the 5th
international school on formal methods for the design of computer
communication and software systems sfm 2005 held in bertinoro italy in
april 2005 sfm 2005 was devoted to formal methods and tools for the
design of mobile systems and mobile communication infrastructures the 8
lectures are organized into topical sections on models and languages
scalability and performance dynamic power management and middleware
support the noguchi memorial institute for medical research nmimr was
established in 1979 as a semi autonomous institution of the university
of ghana in 2000 it became one of the six founding constituent
institutions of the college of health sciences its original mandate to
research into infectious tropical diseases of public health importance
in ghana has lately been expanded to include non communicable diseases
the institute since its inception has offered undergraduate and graduate
research opportunities and training to numerous students and scientists
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as well as specialized diagnostic services to support national health
programmes the varied papers presented in these two volumes show that
the noguchi memorial institute for medical research has a diverse
research portfolio aimed at supporting health care policy formulation
and delivery in ghana it envisaged that students in tertiary
institutions especially those contemplating a career in biomedical
research research scientists as well as the general public will come to
appreciate the broad field of research being conducted in the institute
policy makers should also find the readers useful as they provide data
which could underpin health policies in the country volume one presents
papers on malaria while volume two covers other research areas including
tb neglected tropical diseases diarrhoea and viral infections as well as
phyto medicines and health systems this book focuses on safeguarding
civil structures and residents from natural hazards such as earthquakes
through the use of active control it proposes novel proportional
derivative pd and proportional integral derivative pid controllers as
well as discrete time sliding mode controllers dsmcs for the vibration
control of structures involving nonlinearities fuzzy logic techniques
are used to compensate for nonlinearities the first part of the book
addresses modelling and feedback control in inelastic structures and
presents a design for pd pid controllers in the second part classical pd
pid and type 2 fuzzy control techniques are combined to compensate for
uncertainties in the structures of buildings the methodology for tuning
the gains of pd pid is obtained using lyapunov stability theory and the
system s stability is verified lastly the book puts forward a dsmc
design that does not require system parameters allowing it to be more
flexibly applied all program codes used in the paper are presented in a
matlab simulink environment given its scope the book will be of interest
to mechanical and civil engineers and to advanced undergraduate and
graduate engineering students in the areas of structural engineering
structural vibration and advanced control the united states must make
better use of its scientific and technical information sti resources if
it wishes to be competitive in world markets and maintain its leadership
sti is an essential ingredient of the innovation process from education
and research to product development and manufacturing it is a major
product of the 65 billion per year the u s government spends on research
and development r d researchers need ready access to sti if they are to
stay at the cutting edge many issues of our time health energy
transportation and climate change require sti to understand the nature
and complexities of the problem and to identify and assess possible
solutions sti is important not only to scientists and engineers but to
political business and other leaders who must make decisions related to
science and technology and to the citizens who must live with the
consequences of these decisions popular science gives our readers the
information and tools to improve their technology and their world the
core belief that popular science and our readers share the future is
going to be better and science and technology are the driving forces
that will help make it better the peaceful use of atomic energy has
given rise to a variety of nuclear accidents from the start this
concerns all forms of use industrial and medical for each accident
industrial and medical nuclear accidents details the contamination of
the environment flora and fauna and quantifies the effects of ionizing
radiation the book also examines the adverse effects on the health both
physical and mental of the human populations concerned the monetary cost
is also evaluated the research presented in this book is based on
scientifically recognized publications and on the reports of national
and international organizations competent in this field iaea who unscear
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irsn etc the book contains chapters devoted to the most recent accidents
chernobyl and fukushima with a large body of institutional and academic
literature worldwide interest in nuclear reactors continues to increase
and significant focus has been placed on advanced nuclear reactors
intended to produce electricity and process heat however there is
limited literature on the importance of research reactors and certain
specialized reactor analysis topics thus this book addresses these
topics over three sections nuclear reactors for spacecraft propulsion
research reactors and select reactor analysis techniques it provides
detailed information on the use of nuclear reactors for spacecraft
propulsion presents research conducted on reactors in idaho usa and
discusses reactor analysis topics such as cyber informed engineering for
nuclear reactor digital instrumentation and control the effect of plenum
gas on fuel temperature and more infoworld is targeted to senior it
professionals content is segmented into channels and topic centers
infoworld also celebrates people companies and projects first multi year
cumulation covers six years 1965 70 class is in session from iuds to
utis periods to pregnancy and menstrual cups to cervical caps women s
health vagina university teaches the modern woman everything you need to
know about your most intimate parts even if you are uncomfortable saying
vagina out loud women s health vagina university challenges stigmas
directed at women s bodies and sexuality offers advice and support and
explains how your vagina s health can impact your overall health it also
includes a quick overview of all things anatomical and biological that
you learned in health class in middle school the birds and the bees
haven t changed but even the teacher s pet can use a refresher
information on choosing the right gynecologist birth control period
solution and anything else a woman might have to choose in any
circumstance it is her right after all eye opening and entertaining
facts about the history of women s healthcare and vagina related issues
all over the world straightforward guide to all the signs and symptoms
that show up when there is something wrong down there and a trip to the
ob gyn is just what the doctor ordered body and sex positive discussions
about consent pleasure in its many forms and achieving the all important
o in a world filled with stereotypes and misinformation myth busting
truth bombs that separate the cold hard facts from the old wives tales
distortions and misleading political rhetoric women s health vagina
university aims to dispel the myths unpack the lies explain laws and
define words that confuse and limit women and empower you to take full
control of your health your bodies and your futures this second volume
focuses on pcr methods and pcr application specificities to the
biotechnology and bioengineering field new and updated chapters detail
real time pcr protocols synthetic biology applications pathogen
detection microfluidics digital multiplex detection recent advances
written in the highly successful methods in molecular biology series
format chapters include introductions to their respective topics lists
of the necessary materials and reagents step by step readily
reproducible laboratory protocols and key tips on troubleshooting and
avoiding known pitfalls authoritative and cutting edge pcr methods and
protocols second edition aims to be a useful and practical guide to new
researchers and experts looking to expand their knowledge infoworld is
targeted to senior it professionals content is segmented into channels
and topic centers infoworld also celebrates people companies and
projects
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now the standardisation work of dab digital audio broadcasting system is
finished many broadcast organisations network providersand receiver
manufacturers in european countries and outside ofeurope for example
canada and the far east will be installing dabbroadcast services as
pilot projects or public services inaddition some value added services
data and video services areunder development or have already started as
pilot projects the new digital broadcast system dab distinguishes itself
fromexisting conventional broadcast systems and the various
newinternational standards and related documents from itu r iso iec etsi
ebu eureka147 and others are not readily available and aredifficult to
read for users therefore it is essential that a wellstructured technical
handbook should be available the second edition of digital audio
broadcasting has beenfully updated with new sections and chapters added
to reflect allthe latest developments and advances digital audio
broadcasting provides a fully updated comprehensive overview of dab
covers international standards applications and othertechnical issues
combines the expertise of leading researchers in the field ofdab now
covers such new areas as ip tunneling via dab electronicprogramme guide
for dab and metadata a comprehensive overview of dab specifically
written forplanning and system engineers developers for professional
anddomestic equipment manufacturers service providers as well
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the weibull distribution has been widely adopted for the statistical
description and inference of fatigue data this document provides user
instructions examples and verification for software to analyze gear
fatigue test data the software was developed presuming the data are
adequately modeled using a two parameter weibull distribution the
calculations are based on likelihood methods and the approach taken is
valid for data that include type i censoring the software was verified
by reproducing results published by others
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this book presents 8 tutorial survey papers by leading researchers who
lectured at the 5th international school on formal methods for the
design of computer communication and software systems sfm 2005 held in
bertinoro italy in april 2005 sfm 2005 was devoted to formal methods and
tools for the design of mobile systems and mobile communication
infrastructures the 8 lectures are organized into topical sections on
models and languages scalability and performance dynamic power
management and middleware support
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the noguchi memorial institute for medical research nmimr was
established in 1979 as a semi autonomous institution of the university
of ghana in 2000 it became one of the six founding constituent
institutions of the college of health sciences its original mandate to
research into infectious tropical diseases of public health importance
in ghana has lately been expanded to include non communicable diseases
the institute since its inception has offered undergraduate and graduate
research opportunities and training to numerous students and scientists
as well as specialized diagnostic services to support national health
programmes the varied papers presented in these two volumes show that
the noguchi memorial institute for medical research has a diverse
research portfolio aimed at supporting health care policy formulation
and delivery in ghana it envisaged that students in tertiary
institutions especially those contemplating a career in biomedical
research research scientists as well as the general public will come to
appreciate the broad field of research being conducted in the institute
policy makers should also find the readers useful as they provide data
which could underpin health policies in the country volume one presents
papers on malaria while volume two covers other research areas including
tb neglected tropical diseases diarrhoea and viral infections as well as
phyto medicines and health systems
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this book focuses on safeguarding civil structures and residents from
natural hazards such as earthquakes through the use of active control it
proposes novel proportional derivative pd and proportional integral
derivative pid controllers as well as discrete time sliding mode
controllers dsmcs for the vibration control of structures involving
nonlinearities fuzzy logic techniques are used to compensate for
nonlinearities the first part of the book addresses modelling and
feedback control in inelastic structures and presents a design for pd
pid controllers in the second part classical pd pid and type 2 fuzzy
control techniques are combined to compensate for uncertainties in the
structures of buildings the methodology for tuning the gains of pd pid
is obtained using lyapunov stability theory and the system s stability
is verified lastly the book puts forward a dsmc design that does not
require system parameters allowing it to be more flexibly applied all
program codes used in the paper are presented in a matlab simulink
environment given its scope the book will be of interest to mechanical
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the united states must make better use of its scientific and technical
information sti resources if it wishes to be competitive in world
markets and maintain its leadership sti is an essential ingredient of
the innovation process from education and research to product
development and manufacturing it is a major product of the 65 billion
per year the u s government spends on research and development r d
researchers need ready access to sti if they are to stay at the cutting
edge many issues of our time health energy transportation and climate
change require sti to understand the nature and complexities of the
problem and to identify and assess possible solutions sti is important
not only to scientists and engineers but to political business and other
leaders who must make decisions related to science and technology and to
the citizens who must live with the consequences of these decisions
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popular science gives our readers the information and tools to improve
their technology and their world the core belief that popular science
and our readers share the future is going to be better and science and
technology are the driving forces that will help make it better
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the peaceful use of atomic energy has given rise to a variety of nuclear
accidents from the start this concerns all forms of use industrial and
medical for each accident industrial and medical nuclear accidents
details the contamination of the environment flora and fauna and
quantifies the effects of ionizing radiation the book also examines the
adverse effects on the health both physical and mental of the human
populations concerned the monetary cost is also evaluated the research
presented in this book is based on scientifically recognized
publications and on the reports of national and international
organizations competent in this field iaea who unscear irsn etc the book
contains chapters devoted to the most recent accidents chernobyl and
fukushima with a large body of institutional and academic literature
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worldwide interest in nuclear reactors continues to increase and
significant focus has been placed on advanced nuclear reactors intended
to produce electricity and process heat however there is limited
literature on the importance of research reactors and certain
specialized reactor analysis topics thus this book addresses these
topics over three sections nuclear reactors for spacecraft propulsion
research reactors and select reactor analysis techniques it provides
detailed information on the use of nuclear reactors for spacecraft
propulsion presents research conducted on reactors in idaho usa and
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gas on fuel temperature and more
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class is in session from iuds to utis periods to pregnancy and menstrual
cups to cervical caps women s health vagina university teaches the
modern woman everything you need to know about your most intimate parts
even if you are uncomfortable saying vagina out loud women s health
vagina university challenges stigmas directed at women s bodies and
sexuality offers advice and support and explains how your vagina s
health can impact your overall health it also includes a quick overview
of all things anatomical and biological that you learned in health class
in middle school the birds and the bees haven t changed but even the
teacher s pet can use a refresher information on choosing the right
gynecologist birth control period solution and anything else a woman
might have to choose in any circumstance it is her right after all eye
opening and entertaining facts about the history of women s healthcare
and vagina related issues all over the world straightforward guide to
all the signs and symptoms that show up when there is something wrong
down there and a trip to the ob gyn is just what the doctor ordered body
and sex positive discussions about consent pleasure in its many forms
and achieving the all important o in a world filled with stereotypes and
misinformation myth busting truth bombs that separate the cold hard
facts from the old wives tales distortions and misleading political
rhetoric women s health vagina university aims to dispel the myths
unpack the lies explain laws and define words that confuse and limit
women and empower you to take full control of your health your bodies
and your futures
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this second volume focuses on pcr methods and pcr application
specificities to the biotechnology and bioengineering field new and
updated chapters detail real time pcr protocols synthetic biology
applications pathogen detection microfluidics digital multiplex
detection recent advances written in the highly successful methods in
molecular biology series format chapters include introductions to their
respective topics lists of the necessary materials and reagents step by
step readily reproducible laboratory protocols and key tips on
troubleshooting and avoiding known pitfalls authoritative and cutting
edge pcr methods and protocols second edition aims to be a useful and
practical guide to new researchers and experts looking to expand their
knowledge
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